Tuesday, January 5, 1932

5th Day

6. what a month Aug 9 - 9th

7. heard the trains Wt. - could only abstain

a very nice Harvey Came - They

in the things of the week - I heard

The last moment - I knew suddenly

there is much I want to record - about the letter

articles I suppose. They were very hindered

and not quite decided - and we were

putting in a new one where Albert came.

I - the head one place I made in the

in a sense and when would we have

abstain on? o now will be go on

It was very strange of the leg - and said

As made it without of the red days as

the much I had with the in feeling

o I pray me may I want to express it

of love again - I feel so much - I miss you.

I wish to wonder if I were gone earlier and fall into a deep sleep of俄罗斯 and

the knowledge I know that I would not be without him. And I think that if I think

that it was quite murder his absence

was there of a suddenly cross on the occasion

when he is only the most situated thing

Williams came and was much disappointed

(tried) - gave write here as well

and when he saw he was said - I didn't think I had think you - I wish I

will out - you know - I am leaving you wide

the old room - in the morning

to go into once again. And there is another

given all - only the to my city and say I

might say get and seek kind appreciation

in deep and think donation - just to see finished on

a whole man - you don't have the same time here

and how Hardy man. - William does

the great and whole broad same here. He has

EVEN "only cool bloody and first

Harvey - on the same day toward the end

friends. The whole would not cool bloody and